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Fusion - Silence

Please remember to look for the total picture presented by the Holy Spirit, but know there are absolutes within that picture. This article will give more insight into meetings, spiritual warfare, and Kingship. Regarding the mural of the site, this article would be a puzzle piece touching on those subjects as pictured to the right. Along with the new I will be mentioning things already written and using some pictures already used, with links to those articles.

We have entered into the “Day of the Lord!”

Zephaniah 1:7 NKJ
Be silent in the presence of the Lord God; For the day of the Lord is at hand,.....

Years ago the Lord revealed some meetings in New York to be golden, but that there would still be something lacking or wrong. I had no clue as to what He was talking about. I did not understand the picture He gave me, depicted to the left. (This is just a semblance of what I saw.) In the golden meetings article I revealed that the Lord had confirmed it was an incomplete house plan. Our house represents what we believe and in this case what we believe to be a good meeting was shown not to be complete, like the Lord says it should be. Through the years God has given more revelation of the picture - more of His house plan for meetings.

The Lord has said, “I give you boundaries so you can find me!” The picture reveals we didn’t have the boundaries we needed to fulfill what was missing. In New York I didn’t know the boundaries; no one there knew, but the Lord has revealed more since then.

One time the Lord told me to draw a square and to put inside the square all that is required to be His Bride. What I saw was a solid golden square. The solid gold square represents the boundaries we cannot step out of and be in the Married Bride. I understood you could step out of the square and step back in, but I also knew you could not be out too long or the Lord would divorce you, just as He did Israel when she was disobedient for so long. You see you can have a Golden Meeting one time and the next meeting may not be golden. We can walk as a Bride for some time and then return to harlotry, all because of our actions. It all comes back to a simple question, did someone or the whole corporate body step out of the boundaries individually and/or corporately. Was there disobedience?
This article is very exciting to me because it reveals some of the why's as to what God has been telling us about Fusion - entering into Him, and the importance of silence at certain times. We must understand that Israel entered into Fusion, or was already in Fusion, with the Lord at the battle of Jericho. The battle was won by the Lord. Israel, as a corporate body, did spiritual warfare at the command of the Lord. Had there been no Fusion between the Lord and the army of the Lord the walls would not have come down!

There are boundaries in order to have Fusion with the Lord in what He is doing. Step out of those boundaries and Fusion doesn’t happen, or quits happening. The Corporate Fusion with the Lord also symbolically represents being married to the Lord, in that the Corporate Body becomes one with the Lord in what He is doing.

Genesis 2:
24 Therefore shall a man leave his father and his mother, and shall cleave unto his wife: and they shall be one flesh.

There is an element revealed in the Through the Fire & The Lord Said Fusion articles that is of great importance to understand. That being the silence related to entering into the Lord and what He is doing. On 10-5-2007, during an Oasis meeting, the Holy Spirit revealed to me why silence was involved in us obtaining Fusion with the Lord and why silence is involved in walking into Him (Him being the meeting). The reason for silence is because the Lord is Holy. Our beliefs cannot change this fact so we need to see the importance of silence being an important component, especially when the Lord reveals silence in His instructions. We did not attain the first Fusion until we became totally silent in our corporate action as instructed. Although we had done the action more than once there was no Fusion with the Lord in warfare until we had the silence required. Why? Because He is Holy!

So let’s look at what happened in bringing down the walls of Jericho. I would suggest that you read the whole story, starting at Joshua 5:13, but for our purposes here let’s look at where Joshua gives instruction to the army. The Lord had given instruction to Joshua and now he was instructing the army:

Joshua 6:
7 And he said unto the people, Pass on, and compass the city, and let him that is armed pass on before the ark of the Lord.8 And it came to pass, when Joshua had spoken unto the people, that the seven priests bearing the seven trumpets of rams’horns passed on before the Lord, and blew with the trumpets: and the ark of the covenant of the Lord followed them.9 And the armed men went before the priests that blew with the trumpets, and the rearward came after the ark, the priests going on, and blowing with the trumpets.10 And Joshua had commanded the people, saying, Ye shall not shout, nor make any noise with your voice, neither shall any word proceed out of your mouth, until the day I bid you shout; then shall ye shout.

Now the camp of Israel was just outside the walls of Jericho and for six days the army marched around the walls as instructed and on the seventh day they encompassed the city seven times and came to the moment when Joshua said to shout. The people heard the trumpets, shouted and the walls fell down flat.

Was silence required? Yes, and Big Time! The whole army hadn’t uttered a sound from their mouth for seven days. Look at what Joshua commanded:

10 And Joshua had commanded the people, saying, Ye shall not shout, nor make any noise with your voice, neither shall any word proceed out of your mouth, until the day I bid you shout; then shall ye shout.
The reason they could not utter a sound is because the Lord is Holy and He came onto the scene to do battle for Israel, delivering His promise. The corporate army had to have Fusion with the Lord, entering into what He was doing just as He has shown us.

Looking at the pictures of Fusion given by the Holy Spirit revealed in the Fusion article, what was the Lord doing on His golden path? He was delivering Jericho as promised and the Corporate Army of Israel entered into the Lord and what He was doing. This resulted in Fusion and victory for Israel. When I saw the original scene of the Fusion of the people into what the Lord was doing on the Golden Path (seen in the picture on the right of light being exploded out), I knew there was a great amount of energy being emitted when we enter into what the Lord is doing.

Israel took the spoils as commanded, but in the next chapter Achan disobeyed and buried some treasure under His tent. He and his family lost their lives over this and the army of Israel lost men, totally opposite of what happened in the battle of Jericho. Achan became the person out of sync/step, the second person in the front depicted in this fusion picture. Therefore no more Fusion with the Lord. Israel was in covenant through obedience, she was married. We know that God later divorced Israel because of her disobedience. All of this is a necessary picture to understand.

We must be aware of the importance of understanding silence because of the fact the Lord is Holy. When I went back over the article Through the Fire, I noticed the scene of all the doctors waiting on their instructor in silence. In the scene I was told that they all needed to be retrained, that no man knew how to do what the Lord wants, His way.

For more illumination of meetings and Fusion with the Lord, I believe this is a good place to share something that happened here in a meeting. It has to do with everyone being in sync or not out of step, as pictured by the second person in the front of the last Fusion picture.

Remember God said this concerning meetings, "If something goes wrong or trails off the correct path, don't make a big deal out of it, just bring it back on course." We were in an Oasis meeting and the Lord had revealed a certain way communion was to be taken. A person forgot to turn off their cellphone and a grandson called, just as I was starting to give instruction. The person did not receive the call but then the phone rang again and the person was concerned something was wrong and left the room to answer it. Those of us who were left said nothing and I waited for the person to return before giving the instruction. (I was blessed that no one spoke or uttered a sound because anything would have distracted the meeting from being focused on the Lord and what He wanted.) The person returned and I gave the instruction for the communion. All of this, communion included, was done in silence except for the word's of instruction.

The next morning the Holy Spirit gave me a scene of a corporate body fitly joined together. I could see arms and legs but they were packed together with no air space between the people. It was a Corporate Body alive and it moved perfectly together as a unit. The people’s skin color was the same color as the clothes they were wearing. I had a hard time describing the color, saying white with a tinge of silver or silver with a tinge of white. It kept bothering me and I know now it was the Holy Spirit hanging in there to get the message of the color across to me. Later it struck me that the color was the same color I encountered seeing the explosion of light I saw when the people entered into what the Lord was doing on the golden path in the Fusion scene. I knew it had to do with what had happened the night before in the meeting. The Holy Spirit was wanting us to realize we had walked correctly through what was said to us, "If something goes
wrong or trails off the correct path, don't make a big deal out of it, just bring it back on course.”

We had maintained *Fusion* and a big part of that ability was to remain silent before the Lord.

Later the person who received the cell phone call called me to apologize and suggested that we should have gone on with the meeting. I explained that had we done so we would have been out of sync, as a corporate body, and therefore we would not have accomplished the *Fusion* in what the Lord had instructed us to do concerning communion. For further illumination it should be noted that the Lord has said, “You cannot be married to Me and not be focused on what I am focused on!” During this corporate meeting had anyone uttered anything, taking the corporate focus off what the Lord’s focus for us was at the time, we would have left *Fusion* (our married status) just as the Lord stated: “You cannot be married to Me and not be focused on what I am focused on!”

I had written this article to this point yesterday and this morning the Holy Spirit gave me a vision:

**Tuesday, November 6, 2007**

In the night I was shown a scene with continual activity. I had awakened from it and after thinking about it, I then had a vision. The vision caused me to forget the details of the scene so I have written all that I remember about it. In the vision I was standing inside of a circle of what was like a circle key-board but the keys were shaped like tombstones with a rounded (convex) top. I will refer to these as keys. The keys were wider, in proportion to the length, than on a normal key-board.

Anyway, my attention was drawn to three of these keys because they were different in that something was going on with them that was not going on with the rest of the keys in the circle. The three were side by side and their color was different. I walked over to the three keys, raised them up like a lid that was hinged at the back, and saw people chatting with each other.

I put the lids back down and motioned with my hand to remove them out of the circle and to the right. I saw the three lift up and go out to my right, leaving a gap or hole in the circle. The chatting people could not stay.

I saw the circle close up and now it was smaller than it was originally. It was then that I knew this was all taking place in boot camp on the Hill God Calls the Place.

Coming out of the vision these three song phrases came to me,

*An Oasis You said it would be*
*And boot camp also we will see. For in Your army we choose to be,*

All from a song called A HILL CALLED “THE PLACE” given in July of 1991

Because of the information revealed through the “things of the Spirit” in the Corporate Flow Chart the meaning of the symbolisms is easy. The tombstones have to do with dying to self. Remember, Jesus said that we could not walk hand in hand with Him and have “self.” No one in the army of Israel had “self” during the battle of Jericho. We must understand that the army of
Israel was the army of the Lord, the same as we are to become the army of the Lord. We are in the process of learning to be in the army of the Lord and as the song phrase reveals (For in Your army we choose to be,....) we must choose to be in His army. It is not an automatic thing. The armies of the world have rules to maintain discipline or they would have chaos and would never win any battle. The Lord is revealing boundaries or guidelines so we can maintain His military units without chaos so He can win the battle as He did at Jericho.

The vision taking place in boot camp on the Hill God Calls the Place reminded me of one of the main pursuits concerning the Place. God said, "Bringing forth 'the Bride' is the most important thing" and that it would be a continual process over time. Boot camp is a hands on learning experience and the only way to learn all that is in the Quick Start Guide is to enter into doing it. Then you will have a boot camp experience. The circle represents covenant. The impression of a keyboard has to do with the Lord being able to play any of the keys He wants in any combination He wants just like the militaries of today use different units at different times. Because there were groups of people under each head stone, I know these stones also represent military units.

The lack of silence is the reason for the people being thrown out of boot camp. Silence is one of the boundaries or keys to not being taken away from the Lord’s focus in a meeting. This boundary helps us keep focused on what the Lord is focused on. Silence is a must element to understand when entering into the Lord (Fusion) as He does battle, as revealed in the battle of Jericho. There is a time for silence, mainly because He is Holy!

Zephaniah 1:7 NKJ
Be silent in the presence of the Lord God; For the day of the Lord is at hand,....

Military Units

In a dream I was looking at a freshly dug trench stretching across the land with heat pump units in it every so often. The heat pump units were connected by large duct work and it was all done in military green. I have made a semblance of what I saw in the picture. The heat pumps were much further apart but you can get the idea. What you are looking at stretched across creeks and roads going out across the land. I was looking at what was to be built in the trench.

Then the scene changed to the trench being freshly dug without anything in it. I saw beautiful water come into the trench. My attention was drawn to the east end of the trench. I saw three or four men dressed in suits jump into the water and they began horsing around just having fun in the water. I knew this was not good and I thought, “They were not supposed to be doing this as this was serious business.”

I came out of the scene wondering what it was all about and the Lord started to give me the interpretation over the next several days. Talking to people who had been in the military was one thing the Holy Spirit used.

The water is the River of Life that pertains to the Quick Start Guide information plus knowledge of the Fusion information, etc. The scene depicts military units the Lord wants to build across the earth. These units are to be controlled by Him and can have various differences in jobs just like in the militaries of the world. Because of the heat pump symbol with the duct work being so large we know the units all have the same atmosphere. This has to do with the information in the Quick Start Guide creating the correct atmosphere when meeting with the Lord. The duct work also symbolizes being fitly joined to-
gether, which involves a Corporate Flow Chart. I have included a scene showing the ductwork and the connection of all the units being hidden underground.

I have depicted in the water scene the military unit that is to be built where the men are just horsing around with the “things of the Spirit.” These are men who have received the information given, but are doing nothing with it. They are doing their own thing! This is a serious thing the Lord is doing, a life and death situation for many people, beyond what these men understand. The Lord is here on His White Horse to do battle and He needs these military units, just as He needed the army of Israel to obey Him at the battle of Jericho. He was on the scene then to do battle, just as He is here now to do battle in these End Times. We have entered into the period of time the Bible talks about being “the Day of the Lord” and He is starting to build His army to do battle!

The finished units spaced unevenly across the land has to do with the information in the MEETINGS - ON THE NARROW PATH article where the Lord said, “Build me one here,” pointing to specific places across the earth that He wanted something built. I have placed the picture from that article here for your recollection.

We must understand that it is the Lord that instigates all battles, not us. Israel did not instigate the battle of Jericho, the Lord did. He brought it up. He does the same now, we have experienced it.

The Lord of the Book of Revelation

In a vision on September 26, 1989, I saw a very mature man standing about a block away with His sword in His hand. The sword was to His side with the tip to the ground. At the time I called the sword a scepter because the sword carried authority like a scepter. He was a warrior but had no shield or helmet, just the double edged sword that carried all authority. I don’t know how to describe His clothing except to say simply it depicted strength and was made of leather. I knew I was looking at The Lord of the Book of Revelation, none other than Jesus Christ. He was standing on higher ground than we were, waiting on us to come to where He was. The Lord of the book of Revelation had all authority!

God never does anything without a purpose so I knew there was at least one reason I was shown the Lord of the Book of Revelation. Just lately, some eighteen years later, when I was beginning to bring together information to write about the army of the Lord entering into spiritual warfare with Him at Jericho, my attention became focused on the following:

Joshua 5:
13 And it came to pass, when Joshua was by Jericho, that he lifted up his eyes and looked, and, behold, there stood a man over against him with his sword drawn in his hand: and Joshua went unto him, and said unto him, Art thou for us, or for our adversaries? 14 And he said, Nay; but as captain of the host of the LORD am I now come. And Joshua fell on his face to the earth, and did worship, and said unto him, What saith my lord unto his servant? 15 And the captain of the LORD's host said unto Joshua, Loose thy shoe from off thy foot; for the place whereon thou standest is holy. And Joshua did so.

The Lord had come on the scene. Joshua called Him Lord and the ground had become holy at the manifestation of the Lord. This doesn’t happen to the ground when angles come and angels of God don’t allow man to worship them. Jesus was on the scene to do battle. Joshua saw Him with a sword, just as I saw The Lord of the Book of Revelation having just a sword.
God is not the author of confusion and it is safe to say that the Lord of The Book of Revelation will be doing great things, and more, in our lifetime like He did at the battle of Jericho. He needs His Bride to come to understand His ways, knowing the boundaries, to enter perfectly into what He is doing at His command, just like the army of Israel did at Jericho.

We know the White Horse is here now through the “things of the Spirit.” The dispensation of everything the White Horse depicts is in progress now. The White Horse with the Lord on it’s back has been seen standing in the midst of our meetings more than once and by different people. Jesus is here like He was at the Battle of Jericho. He is here in a different way. I have talked to some intercessors outside this ministry about this and they agreed it is different in the spirit realm. Jesus is here to bring forth His Bride, to do battle, and bring forth His Word in the Book of Revelation.

The sword I saw when I saw The Lord of the Book of Revelation is the same sword I saw carried by the Lord on the White Horse of Revelation 6 & 12. God is not the author of confusion. The White Horse of Revelation 6 carries a bow symbolizing covenant, just like the rainbow symbolizes covenant and the convex surfaces on the bridge for crossing over represent covenant. Covenant is how we cross over into the Kingdom of God. This is why the Holy Spirit is revealing how we come into covenant with the Lord - how we get married to Him. It’s on God’s calendar that is revealed by His Spirit! See Uncharted Waters.

The other horses in Revelation 6 are also sent by God, just as the spirit of death was sent to the first born of Egypt. Israel had to obey God and put the blood of a lamb over/on their doors or that spirit of death would have also taken their first born. It is the same picture now in that Jesus bought forth the new covenant sealed by His Blood. Christians must enter into that blood covenant through obedience to be protected during the dispensation of all the other horses in Revelation six and end times. The Lord of the Book of Revelation is waiting on Christians to come to where He is now in His battle. The Battle is the Lords!